Tylö sauna heaters and accessories

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2

Tylö makes sauna bathing
more enjoyable
Tylö sauna heaters are widely revered for their high quality
and renowned for their high status – but not everyone
knows all the reasons for this. That’s why we’d like to take
this opportunity to point out some of the most important
benefits of Tylö design and explain what this means to you.
Read on to find out why the hottest range of sauna heaters
on the market knocks all the others cold.
Quickest heating-up time. Twin side chambers maximise the
through-flow of air, minimise heating-up time (just 20 minutes
to reach approx. 80°C) and economise on running costs.
Lowest energy consumption. Test after test confirms that Tylö is
the most energy-efficient sauna heater.
Most even bathing temperature. A divided output is the secret
behind the constant bathing temperature and lower energy
consumption of a Tylö heater.
Finest material quality. Only Tylö has a solid-cast top, inner
casing and stone compartment of stainless steel.
Best heating elements. Tylö is the only sauna manufacturer to
produce its own heating elements – the very heart of every
heater. High quality here is crucial for a long service life, and
Tylö elements are widely regarded as unsurpassed.
Optimum water sprinkling. A deep, generously proportioned
stone compartment, and direct contact between the stones and
the heating elements ensure perfect water sprinkling with
100% vaporisation.

Stone compartment
– Tylö sauna heater

Right quantity of stones. Tylö makes sure that the quantity of
stones is perfectly matched to the output. Too many stones
prolong heating-up times, leading to higher energy consumption
and poorer steam generating performance. Tylö heaters are also
the only ones on the market that can be used with or without
stones.
Built-in humidifier. This unique Tylö feature further enhances
your sauna bathing experiences.

Stone compartment
– competitor´s heater

Superior performance. With a Tylö heater you can enjoy a
pleasant sauna, wet or dry, at whatever temperature you choose
from 40 –110°C.
Safe to touch. All-over Thermosafe covering ensures a low
surface temperature – just 40°C on the front and sides of the
heater.
Best guarantee. The market’s longest guarantee makes Tylö an
outstandingly good choice.
Best in test. Time and time again Tylö has scored top marks in
Finnish sauna tests. Tylö was first awarded the coveted ‘Best in
Test’ accolade in competition with seven Finnish heaters in 1982.
A test published in Kuluttaja magazine (no. 5, 1995) confirmed
that Tylö also has the quickest heating-up time and lowest
energy consumption. A SEMKO test in April 1999 confirmed this
result, and also proved that the steam generating performance
of Tylö heaters was unrivalled.
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Heaters with integral
control panel for traditional
sauna bathing

Tylö Sport, Compact and MP – three powerful heaters for
traditional dry or wet sauna bathing – incorporate all the
well-known benefits of Tylö technology. The design includes
numerous features which enhance the pleasure of sauna
bathing and which sauna enthusiasts all over the world
have grown to appreciate.
These heaters have built-in humidifiers and a deep stone
compartment in stainless steel. The triple-mantled
construction is finished on the front and sides with an allover covering of velvet-smooth Thermosafe. The integral
control panel has a timer and thermostat, with dials for
setting time and temperature, and a pilot lamp to show
when the unit is switched on. All three heaters can be preset up to 9 hours in advance, have up to 3 hours’ running
time (which can be prolonged) and both manual and
automatic switch-off options.

Tylö Sport and Compact

Tylö Sport™ and Compact™ have a front-mounted control
panel integrated into the base of the heater.
Tylö MP™ has a front-mounted control panel at the top of
the heater for easy visibility and accessibility in all types
and designs of sauna.
Technical specifications: please refer to table below. A word
of advice: To minimise electricity consumption, always
choose the highest recommended output in relation to the
volume of the sauna. This is especially important in log
saunas and saunas with a veranda or glazed wall sections.
Installation: Fit Sport and MP models to the wall
so that the base of the unit is 270 mm above floor level
(Compact: 170 mm).

Tylö MP

Sauna heater
model

Output
kW

Sauna
volume
min/max
cu.m.

Min.
Min.ceiling Weight
distance
height
without
side wall
in sauna
stones
mm
mm
kg

Sizes in mm
(please refer to key on right)
A

B

C

D

E

Art. no.

F

50

1900

6

400 310 240 260 135 170

6200 2000

6.6

4–8

110

1900

13

435 455 240 410 125 315

6200 3000

Sport 8

8

6–12

110

1900

15

505 455 240 410 170 315

6200 4000

MP 6

6.6

4–8

110

1900

13

435 455 240 410 125 315

6300 2000

MP 8

8

6–12

110

1900

15

505 455 240 410 170 315

6300 3000

Compact 2/4 2.2 –4.5* 1.2–5**
Sport 6

* Switchable 2.2–4.5 kW for connection to 1-phase or 2-phase.
** Max. 2.5 cu.m. at 2.2 kW.
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Heaters with separate
control panel for traditional
sauna bathing

These heaters for traditional dry or wet sauna bathing
are automatically operated from a control panel located
outside the sauna. This solution combines advantages such
as remote control with an energy-saving stand-by function
and greater convenience and safety, especially where
children are concerned. The heaters have a triple-mantled
construction with an all-over, velvet-smooth Thermosafe
covering on the front and sides. In addition they
incorporate an integral humidifier and all the other features
that have become the hallmark of a genuine Tylö heater.
(See page 2 for details.)
Tylö S/SK is used in combination with a thermostatically
operated TS control panel.

Tylö S/SK and SE

Tylö SE is used in combination with an electronic CC
control panel.
Tylö SD/SDK is a dependable, energy-saving choice
for large saunas in hotels and public facilities. The wallmounted design takes up no floor space and makes the
sauna easier to clean. The stainless steel top section is
approved for use with or without sauna stones. Use in
conjunction with a TS control panel or a CC panel with
the RB relay box.
Technical specifications: please refer to table below.
A word of advice: To minimise electricity consumption,
always choose the highest recommended output in relation
to the volume of the sauna. This is especially important
in log saunas and saunas with a veranda or glazed wall
sections.
Installation: Fit these heaters to the wall so that the base of
the unit is 270 mm above floor level.

Tylö SD/SDK
Sauna Min. Min.
Sauna Out- volume dist.
ceiling
side
min/
heater put
height
wall
max
kW
model
400–415 V
mm mm
cu.m.
3~

S6

6.6

4–8

110

1900

S8

8

6–12

110

1900

SK 6

6.6

4–8

110

1900

SK 8

8

6–12

110

SE 6

6.6

4–8

110

SE 8

8

6–12

110

SDK 10 10.7

10–18

150

SD 10 10.7

10–18

150

SD 16

16

15–35

150

SD 20

20

22–43

150

Sizes in mm
(please refer to key
on right)

Suitable control panel
230–240 V
3~

230–240 V
1~

200–208 V
3~

200–208 V
1~

—

—

—

—

A

B

C

D

E

F

Weight
without
stones
kg

435 455 240 410 125 315

13

505 455 240 410 170 315

15
13

1900

435 455 240 410 125 315
TS 30,
TS 30,
TS 30,
TS 30,
CC + RB 30 CC + RB 30 CC + RB 30 CC + RB 30
505 455 240 410 170 315

1900

435 455 240 410 125 315

13

505 455 240 410 170 315

15

570 650 310 600 165 395

30

570 650 310 600 165 395

30

570 650 310 600 165 395

32

570 650 310 600 165 395

32

TS 16,
TS 30
—

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
1900 without RB without RB without RB without RB without RB
TS 30,
TS 30,
TS 30,
—
—
1900
CC + RB 30 CC + RB 30 CC + RB 30
TS 16, TS 30,
—
—
—
1900 CC + RB 30
TS 30,
—
2100 CC + RB 30 TS 58-12 RB,
TS 58-12 RB,
—
CC + RB 60
TS 58-12 RB, CC + RB 60
2100 CC + RB 60
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Control panels for S/SK, SE
and SD/SDK heaters
Thermostatically controlled. Reliable construction
with divided output for a constant bathing temperature and
reduced energy consumption. Features include a timer,
temperature dial, auto and manual on/off options and pilot
lamp. Capillary tube length: 1.8 metres. A 5-metre version is
also available (supplied with TS 58-12 RB). Ideal for use
with Tylö heaters (see table on left). Size, TS: 195 x 255,
depth 89 mm (installed size 167 x 227, depth 49 mm).
Size, 12 RB: 305 x 350, depth 125 mm.

Model TS

TS 16-3, max. 3 hours running time, 0-9 hours pre-set.
Art. no. 7000 2000.

TS 16-3 B, as above, but with switch for sauna lighting.
Art. no. 7000 2002.

TS 30-03, max. 3 hours running time, 0 -9 hours pre-set.
Art. no. 7001 2010.

TS 30-012, max. 12 hours running time. No pre-set.
Art. no. 7001 2020.

TS 58-12 RB, max. 12 hours running time. No pre-set.
Art. no. 7001 4001.

Optional locking covers: Model A prevents unauthorised
acess to time and temperature settings. Art. no. 9010 1000.
Model B, as above, for temperature only. Art. no. 9010 1010.
Electronic. These compact control panels for touchcontrol or remote control can also be connected to external
switches or a central computer. All models have divided
output and are ideal for use with Tylö heaters (see table).
CC 10-3, max. 3 hours running time, 0-10 hours pre-set.
Light diodes indicate temperature setting and time on
a 1-10 scale. Size: 100 x 150, depth 30 mm. Art. no. 7101 3000.
CC 50, switchable for 3 or 12 hours running time,
0 -10 hours pre-set. Display for time and bathing temperature, switch for sauna lighting and security code function to
deny unauthorised users access to pre-set values.
Size 130 x 190, depth 27 mm. Art. no. 7101 4005.

CC 10-3, CC 50 and CC 100

CC 100 has the following additional features: multilingual display (choose from 7 languages), clock, memory
function with unlimited back-up power in the event of
electricity cuts – plus the special, energy-saving, stand-by
function (see separate description). CC 100 has a built-in
weekly timer where you can store details of automatic
on/off times, day-by-day temperature settings and
up to 4 different bathing programmes per day. Switchable
for 3 hours, 12 hours or continuous running time.
Size 130 x 190, depth 40 mm. Art. no. 7101 5105.
Relay box RB 30 for SK 6/8, SDK 10 and SD 10/16
heaters. Size 230 x 310, depth 75 mm. Art. no. 7101 6006.
Relay box RB 60 for SD 16 and 20 heaters.
Size 305 x 350, depth 125 mm. Art. no. 7101 6007.
Optional: External switch to control sauna from other
places than where the CC panel is located. Art. no. 9090 8040.
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Relay box RB 30 and RB 60

Stand-by function saves energy in public saunas
During off-peak hours the sauna can be set at standby heat. This can then be rapidly increased to the
desired temperature when bathers arrive. Stand-by
operation saves substantial sums every year.

Heaters for traditional
saunas and steam saunas
(Tylarium™ )

The Tylö Combi is quite simply the most sophisticated
sauna heater on the market – the only heater that lets you
enjoy traditional saunas and steam or herbal saunas
(Tylarium) in one and the same room. The choice is yours
– a traditional sauna at 70 -110°C in a relative humidity of
5-35%, or a steam sauna at 45 - 65°C with constant or pulsating clouds of steam in 40 - 65% humidity. You can even
add a little spice to your bathing with a refreshing herbal
sauna. The heater has built-in dispensers for dried or fresh
natural herbs and liquid essences, so you can blend your
own favourite fragrance.
The Combi has all the hallmark features of a quality Tylö
heater (see details on page 2), plus a number of special
technical innovations: electronic programming of bathing
mode, time, temperature and humidity; stainless steel water
reservoir; memory function for recall of previous bathing
mode and temperature settings; up to 10 hours pre-set
function and 3 hours bathing time; automatic and manual
on/off options; electronic low-water cut-off; and automatic
drying function after completion of steam sauna cycle.

Tylö Combi

Tylö Combi™ has an electronic control panel integrated
into the front of the heater’s buffer rail.
Tylö Combi RC™ comes complete with a separate CC 20
electronic control panel for location outside the sauna.
Technical specifications: please refer to table below.
A word of advice: To minimise electricity consumption,
always choose the highest recommended output in relation
to the volume of the sauna. This is especially important in
log saunas and saunas with veranda or glazed wall
sections.

Tylö Combi RC

Transform your old sauna into a brand
new Tylarium!
You can easily convert an ordinary family sauna
into a Tylarium simply by replacing your old heater
with a Tylö Combi. For a little extra style, just add
a new door, interior fittings or sauna accessories
from the extensive Tylö range.

Sauna
heater
model

Output
kW

Combi 6

Sauna
volume
min/max
cu.m.

Min.
distance
side wall
mm

Min.
ceiling
height
mm

Suitable
control panel

Integral

6.6

4–8

110

1900

Combi 8

8

6–12

110

1900

Combi RC 6

6.6

4–8

110

1900

Combi RC 8

8

6–12

110

1900

CC 20 (incl’d)

Installation: Fit Tylö Combi to the wall so that the base of
the unit is 270 mm above floor level.

Weight
without
stones
kg

Size in mm
(please refer to key on right)
A

B

C

D

Art. no.

F

16

435 455 405 310 355 6200 5030

Integral

18

505 455 405 310 355 6200 5050

CC 20 (incl’d)

16

435 455 405 310 315 6200 5040

18

505 455 405 310 315 6200 5060
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Tylarium™ in public saunas

The principle behind a Tylarium installation
VA or VB steam generators can be located
up to 15 metres from
the sauna. Simply enter
the desired relative
humidity (2 -65%) on
the control panel.

Tylarium has made a huge improvement in the
climate and comfort of public saunas. Now you can enjoy
traditional and steam saunas in one and the same room.
Just key in the desired temperature and humidity (RH)
on the control panel: for example 65°C and 30% RH for a
steam sauna. These settings will then remain constant while
you are bathing. After each bathing cycle an automatic
air-drying function removes any excess humidity from the
air. For a traditional sauna, set the temperature at, for
example, 85°C with 25% relative humidity. This means that
there is no longer any need to sprinkle water manually
over the stones in public saunas.
With Tylarium you can wave goodbye to searing hot, dry
baths, effectively preventing the singed panels which are
such a common problem in saunas at hotels and swimming
pools. This means that Tylarium not only provides a better
climate and a more pleasant environment in the sauna
– it minimises your maintenance costs as well!

Steam pipe
with an
outlet in the
sauna.

Install an SK/SE or SD/SDK
sauna heater inside the sauna.
Enter the desired bathing
temperature (30 -110°C)
on the control panel.
The CC panel controls both the
sauna heater and the steam
generator, for example, from the
reception area. The sauna can
also be remote-controlled from
other locations.

Control panels for Tylarium™
All models offer remote or touch-control options, and
can be connected to external switches or linked to a central
computer. Other standard features include an energy-saving
divided output and an automatic drying function, which
removes excess moisture from the air after the completion
of a steam sauna cycle. CC panels should be combined with
the appropriate sauna heaters, relay boxes and steam
generators as shown in the table below.
CC 20-3, max. 3 hours running time, 0-10 hours pre-set.
Light diodes indicate the temperature, humidity and time
settings on a 1-10 scale. Size: 100 x 150, depth 30 mm.

CC 20-3

Art. no. 7101 3010.

CC 200, switchable between 3 and 12 hours running
time or continuous operation. Display for temperature,
humidity and time with instructions in 7 languages,
switch for sauna lighting, clock with unlimited back-up
power in the event of electricity cuts, personal security code
plus an energy-saving stand-by function. CC 200 has a
built-in weekly timer where you can store details of
automatic on/off times, day-by-day temperature/humidity
settings and up to 4 different bathing programmes per day.
Size: 130 x 190, depth 40 mm. Art. no. 7101 5113.
CC 200

Sauna
volume
min/max
cu.m.

Sauna heater
Model

SE 8

kW

6 –12

SK 8

10 –18

SD/SDK 10 10.7

8

Steam generator

Relay box

RB 30

–

RB 30

Model

kW

Control
panel

Stand-by function saves energy in public saunas
During off-peak hours the sauna can be set at standby heat. This can then be rapidly increased to the
desired temperature when bathers arrive. Stand-by
operation saves substantial sums every year.

6 VA/VB 6 - 6.6
6 VA/VB 6 - 6.6

15–35

SD 16

16

RB 30

9 VA

9

22–43

SD 20

20

RB 60

12 VA

12

CC 20-3
or
CC 200
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Sauna lighting

40 W

Wall-mounted sauna lamps of the finest quality, with glass
shade and ceramic base in a splashproof design.
Sauna lamp 40 W, max. 40 W. Art. no. 9001 1000.
Sauna lamp 60 W, max. 60 W. Art. no. 9001 1004.
Sauna lamp 75 W, max. 75 W. Art. no. 9001 1001.

60 W

Decorative lampshades, manufactured from specially
selected wood, spread a soft, subdued light in the sauna.
All are suitable for use with our 40 W sauna lamps.
Lampshade V, wall model. Art. no. 9009 1000.
Lampshade H, corner model. Art. no. 9009 1001.
Lampshade Aspen, corner model. Art. no. 9009 1003.
Lampshade 40/60 for wall fitting. Suitable for
40 W or 60 W sauna lamps. Art. no. 9009 1002.
75 W

Lampshade Aspen

Lampshade V/H

Lampshade 40/60

Easy-to-install lighting strips can be sawn to the desired
length and installed behind the backrest to cast a pleasant,
indirect light and create an exclusive atmosphere in the
sauna. Connect to the transformer described below.
Lighting strip 50, 12 V/25 W, length 50 cm. Art. no. 9001 1050.
Lighting strip 90, 12 V/45 W, length 90 cm. Art. no. 9001 1060.
Lighting strip 190, 12 V/95 W, length 190 cm. Art. no. 9001 1070.
Downlight 12 V/5 W for recessed installation as spotlights
in, for example, a soffit outside the sauna. Connect to the
transformer described below. Art. no. 9001 1080.
Transformer Light Trans 12 V for the lighting strips and
downlight described above (200-240 V~/12 V, max. 150 W).
Can be connected to up to thirty 5 W bulbs. Art. no. 9090 1015.

Lighting strip
Ljusskena

Downlight
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Buckets, ladles and
sauna stones
Wooden bucket in a classic design with a handy plastic
insert. Capacity: 5 litres. Art. no. 9004 1001.
Copper bucket – an echo of a bygone era. A durable
design with a wooden handle. Capacity: 4 litres.

Wooden bucket

Art. no. 9004 1006.

Bucket SS

Copper bucket

Sauna bucket SS in stainless steel – a new variation
on the theme of the much-loved, old-fashioned milk-pail.
Capacity: 8 litres. Art. no. 9004 1004.
Wooden ladle in a traditional, rustic design.
Art. no. 9012 1000.

Copper ladle with a lathe-turned wooden handle.
Art. no. 9012 1006.

Wooden ladle

Copper ladle

Ladle A

Ladle B

Sauna ladle A in stainless steel with an elegant birch
handle. Willow and reindeer horn ornamentation.
Art. no. 9012 1008.

Sauna ladle B – the same design in stainless steel,
but with a reindeer horn handle. Art. no. 9012 1010.
Sauna tub – a classic design in wood with willow hoops
and handles. 40 cm diameter. Protect the wood by treating
it with boat varnish inside and out. Art. no. 9025 1001.
Sauna stones of igneous dolerite rock (diabase) to withstand rapid heating and cooling. One carton is sufficient for
Tylö heaters up to and including 8 kW output. Larger
heaters require two cartons. Art. no. 9014 1000.

Sauna tub

Sauna stones

Ceramic stones L have been specially developed to cope
with frequent water sprinkling in public saunas.
One carton is sufficient for any Tylö heater. Art. no. 9014 1020.
Ceramic stones H as above, but extra high density for
frequent, sustained water sprinkling. One carton
(10 kg) for Tylö heaters up to and including 8 kW output.
Two cartons for heaters 10 -20 kW. Art. no. 9014 1030.
Ceramic stones L

Tylö Special Collection
Collage SC is an exclusive all-in-one precision
instrument. Thermometer, hygrometer and hourglass
on an exquisitely designed plaque in aspen and American
alder. The bronze sign is your guarantee that this is
a Tylö original. Art. no. 9007 1012.
Bucket SC in a delightful octagonal design. Aspen and
American alder with hemp rope handles and brass
grommets. The moulded plastic insert has a capacity
of 4 litres. Art. no. 9004 1012.
Ladle SC, matching design in American alder, aspen
and brass. Art. no. 9012 1012.
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Ceramic stones H

Thermometers

C

BA

D

Thermometer BA. Bi-metal type with glass dial.
13 cm diameter. Art. no. 9015 1001.
Thermometer C. As above, but 10 cm diameter.
Art. no. 9015 1006.

Thermometer D. As above, but mounted on a tear-shaped
wooden frame. Art. no. 9015 1008.
Fluid thermometer L – on a wooden mount. Art. no. 9015 1010.
Fluid thermometer S – a larger model. Art. no. 9015 1012.

ED

L

Thermometer ED. Electronic model with a digital temperature display and audible signal which sounds when
a pre-set temperature or time has been reached. Fitted outside the sauna, with a sensor inside the sauna to register
the exact temperature. Art. no. 9015 1020.

S

Hygrometers, hourglasses
and sauna clock
C

BA

D

Hygrometer BA. Indicates the humidity level (RH) in
the sauna. 13 cm diameter. Art. no. 9007 1000.
Hygrometer C. As above, but 10 cm diameter. Art. no. 9015 1007.
Hygrometer D. As above, but mounted on a tear-shaped
wooden frame. Art. no. 9015 1009.

Hygro/Termo

F
E

Hygro/Thermo E. Two-in-one instrument with twin glass
dials side by side on a wooden mount to indicate humidity
and temperature. Size: 25 x 13 cm. Art. no. 9007 1011.
Hygro/Thermo F With wooden frame and decorative sauna
motif. 18.5 cm diameter. Art. no. 9007 1001.
Hourglass A. Graduated in minutes. A must in every
sauna. Art. no. 9011 1000.
Hourglass B. A classic model. Art. no. 9011 1010.
Sauna clock. Electric clock (230V) with analogue display.
24 cm diameter. Art. no. 9011 1020.

Sauna clock
A

B
10

Ventilation
Vent hatch B. Enables you to adjust the amount of air
discharged. Fits over the outlet in the sauna. External
dimensions: 14 x 37.5 cm. Art. no. 9018 1000.
Vent hatch C. For sauna rooms over 25 cu.m. in volume.
Vent opening adjusts 0 - 300 sq. cm. Art. no. 9018 1002.

C

Vent hatch B

Vent grille A. Fits over the outside of the air inlet/outlet.
Made of heat-resistant plastic. Size: 10 x 22 cm
(installed size: 8 x 16 cm). Art. no. 9017 1000.
Vent grille B. Attractive design in wood. External
dimensions: 14 x 22 cm. Art. no. 9018 1006.
Vent grille C. For sauna rooms over 25 cu.m. in volume.
Vent opening 300 sq. cm. Art. no. 9018 1008.

C
B

Vent grille A

Other sauna accessories

Aspen

Headrest A in wood. Height adjusts to help you to relax
even better in the sauna. Art. no. 9008 1000.
Headrest Aspen. As above, but in selected aspen wood.

A
B

Art. no. 9008 1002.

Headrest B. Slender wooden slats in a gently contoured
shape. Art. no. 9008 1001.
Door handle G-1. Solid wood in a traditional design.
Art. no. 9003 1000.

Door handle N. Decorative design in oiled pine.
Supplied in pairs. Art. no. 9003 1020.
Towel rail A. Attractive, profiled wood design with knobs
for four towels. Art. no. 9006 1000.
Towel rail B. Crafted from a real branch, with twigs as
towel hooks. Art. no. 9006 1002.
Towel rail C. A smaller version in the same decorative,
hand-crafted design. Art. no. 9006 1004.
Towel rail D with pivoting rails for five towels.

G-1

Art. no. 9006 1006.

Sauna plaque – for a warm welcome to the most relaxing
room in the house. Art. no. 9006 2000.

A

B

C
11

N

D

Climate control, fragrances
Water sprinkler. An innovative approach to the art of
pouring water over the hot sauna stones. A tug on the rope
sends anything from a gentle trickle to a veritable cascade
of water over the stone compartment – depending on how
hard you pull! The equipment consists of a 7-metre twined
hemp rope running through brass eye-bolts, a sprinkler
head, a valve box with lever and a rope bolt, together with
plumbing connections. Supplied in a gift package with an
exclusive bronze plaque. Art. no. 9034 1000.

Water sprinkler

Tylö Fresh fragrance dispenser for Tylö’s aromatic essences.
Releases a pleasant scent silently and automatically. Ideal
not only for saunas and steam baths, but also in other
settings to. Installation distance: max. 2 metres between
fragrance dispenser and steam head. Size: 350 x 200 mm.
Art. no. 9090 8005.

CC Fresh, control panel for Tylö Fresh. Up to 4 fragrance
dispensers can be connected to one control panel, for varying the fragrance in the same facility. Supplied with transformer. Size: 130 x 190 mm, depth 27 mm. Art. no. 9090 8006.
Fragrant essences. Essential oils produced from natural
ingredients. Supplied as a concentrate in 250 ml bottles.
For use with Tylö Fresh fragrance dispenser and Fragrance
jar, or diluted with water before sprinkling over the sauna
stones.
Fragrance dispenser

Description

Art. no.

Eucalyptus
Peppermint
Pine
Lavender
Cinnamon
Citrus

9002 2030
9002 2031
9002 2032
9002 2033
9002 2034
9002 2036

Sauna fragrance 10. Natural eucalyptus oil. A few drops in a
ladle of water releases an invigorating scent when sprinkled
over the hot stones. 10 ml drop-bottle. Art. no. 9002 1000.
Sauna fragrance 50. As above, 50 ml bottle. Art. no. 9002 2000.

Fragrant essences

Glazed clay jar for fragrances. Can be filled with essences
and hung on the wall inside the sauna. Art. no. 9091 5010.
Blue Ice – natural formula soap/shampoo balm containing
the medicinal herb mentha piperita. A fresh, minty scent and
a gentle, soothing effect on your skin. 0.5 litre plastic bottle.
Glazed jar

Sauna fragrance

Art. no. 9002 9020.

Also available in a 20-bottle multi-pack. Art. no. 9002 9030.
Disinfectant for hygienic sauna rooms. 5-litre plastic
container. Art. no. 9002 9100.
Sauna oil for treating benches and other wood inside the
sauna. Makes cleaning easier and protects the wood with
a water-repellent film. 1-litre plastic bottle. Art. no. 9002 2050.

Blue Ice

Sauna disinfectant

Sauna oil
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Sauna furniture
Relaxing bench in surface-treated solid wood with
raised headrest. Rugged construction with sturdy brass
bolts. Size: 188x56.5 cm, height 41 cm. Art. no. 9026 1000.
Relaxing bench

Captain deck chair – a classic model in top quality
hardwood. Attractive design with comfortable, adjustable
backrest and footrest. One armrest is fitted with a practical
swivel tray. Art. no. 9026 2000.
Stool SC – an exclusive design in a combination of aspen
wood and American alder. Folds flat for easy storage.
Size: 35 x 36 cm, height 45 cm. Art. no. 9026 1012.

Stool SC

Captain

Stereo, heater guards and
wooden bath tub
Stereo. Exclusive design elegantly housed in beautiful
mahogany. Automatic programme search, FM/AM bands,
RDS-EON receiver etc., CD-player with full-logic control
and 4 x 30 W output. Integral transformer. Important! This
unit must be placed outside the sauna. Art. no. 9080 1010.

Stereo

Loudspeaker A in steam and heat-resistant materials for
use inside the sauna. 50 W output is suitable for most types
of radio/cassette player. Designed for recessed fitting.
Installed size: 120 mm diameter, depth 35 mm.
Art. no. 9080 2000.

Loudspeaker B. As above, but for surface mounting.
Size: 177 x 114 x 125 mm. Art. no. 9080 3000.

Heater guards in wood are available in two models.
V = wall-mounted,
H = corner fitting.
Model 6-8 V for heaters 6.6 – 8 kW. Art. no.9000 1000.
Model 10-20 V for heaters 10.7 – 20 kW. Art. no. 9000 1010.
Model 6-8 H for heaters 6.6 – 8 kW. Art. no. 9000 1001.
Model 10-20 H for heaters 10.7 – 20 kW. Art. no. 9000 1011.

Heater guard

Custom-designed interiors. The picture provides examples
of how Tylö can produce interior fittings specially made to
meet customer requirements.
Wooden bath tub in top quality solid wood with specially
treated inside and multi-coat lacquer finish on the outside.
The robust construction uses double-tongued, glued staves
secured in place with sturdy steel bands and clamp bolts.
Complete with two seats, steps, a water outlet and an
overflow to ensure that the water in the tub is always fresh.
External dimensions: 110 x 75 cm, height 100 cm.
Art. no. 9025 2000.
Wooden bath tub
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Custom-designed interiors

Great give-aways
The ‘Standard’ gift pack contains some of the most popular
accessories in the Tylö range: our rustic wooden bucket
with matching wooden ladle, a model C thermometer and
hygrometer, a model A hourglass, a bottle of Tylö sauna
fragrance for sprinkling over the hot stones, and our special
sauna-bathing poster. Art. no. 9016 0900.
The ‘Exclusive’ gift pack contains a selection of Tylö’s most
exclusive accessories: a copper bucket and copper ladle
with elegant wooden features, a model A hourglass, hygro/
thermo F to provide accurate humidity and temperature
readings in the sauna, three bottles of Tylö sauna fragrance,
a decorative wooden plaque for the wall outside the sauna,
and our special sauna-bathing poster. Art. no. 9016 0910.

A wood-fired sauna
Grandpa

Recall the traditions of a more relaxed era,
bathing in the heat of a wood-fired sauna. It’s
a unique experience. The scents of wood and
sap, the cheerful crackle of the fire, the sizzle of
water on the stones, billowing clouds of steam
and shimmering waves of heat…
… it takes you back to the good old days of
grandpa’s childhood.
K-1600

Tylö K-1600 wood-fired stove for saunas 6 -16 cu.m. in
volume. Large stone compartment holds 45 kilos of sauna
stones. The fire-box leads the fumes round the stone
compartment, heating the unit up rapidly to give a high
stone temperature. Outer casing of stove-enamelled steel.
Flue pipe (102 cm external diameter) may be connected
to the top or rear of the stove. Dimensions: width 44 cm,
depth 49 cm, height 71 cm. Weight 55 kg. Art. no. 6401 2010.
Tylö K-1800 V wood-fired stove for saunas 6 -16 cu.m.
in volume. This stove has an integral 25-litre water tank,
a stone compartment for 45 kilos of sauna stones, and
a glazed door. Outer casing of stove-enamelled aluminiumzinc plate. Flue pipe (102 cm external diameter) may be
connected to the top or rear of the stove. Dimensions:
width 58 cm, depth 50 cm, height 66 cm. Weight 53 kg.
Art. no. 6401 2020.
K-1800 V
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That personal touch
A range of products specially designed and manufactured
exclusively for Tylö. The textiles and other materials are
of the very finest quality, all colour-coordinated in two
heart-warming shades of beige with the Tylö logotype in
contrasting black. This is a specially composed collection to
satisfy even the most discriminating of sauna enthusiasts.

Bath-robe in 100% cotton with jacquard-woven Tylö
logotypes. Each bath-robe has its own unique pattern
depending on where the Tylö logotype appears. The ideal
way to wrap up and relax after your sauna bath. Sizes:
Standard, art. no. 9016 1014.
Large, art. no. 9016 1016.

Slippers. Stay snug, and safe on your feet – even on
cold, slippery floors. Sizes:
Small, art. no. 9016 1013.
Standard, art. no. 9016 1017.
Large, art. no. 9016 1018.

Bath sheet in 100% cotton with jacquard-woven
Tylö logotype. Art. no. 9016 1010.
Bench towel as above, but 40 x 40 cm in size.
Art. no. 9016 1011.

Sports cap in brushed cotton with embroidered logotype
on the front and strap. One size fits all. Art. no. 9016 2008.
Tennis shirt in 100% cotton piqué. Sizes:
Standard, art. no. 9016 2080.
Large, art. no. 9016 2085.
Extra large, art. no. 9016 2090.

T-shirt. A really ‘beefy’ shirt in black 100% cotton with
printed logotype front and back. Sizes:
Large, art. no. 9016 2002.
Extra large, art. no. 9016 2003.

Shoulder-bag with plenty of practical compartments
and built-in impact protection pads to keep your vacuum
flask or portable PC in one piece. Art. no. 9016 2009.
Sports bag in stone-washed nylon with metal zip
and trim. Large model with spacious pockets and
compartments. Art. no. 9016 2010.
Umbrella in high-quality polyester with rounded
wooden handle and automatic opening function.
Art. no. 9016 2012.
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Order more information!
You will find full details of the latest Tylö products
in the following catalogues:
• Tylö Sauna Rooms
• Tylö Hydro-Steam and Showers
• Tylö Steam Rooms
Tylö catalogues are available free of charge from
Tylö agents: electrical retailers, sanitaryware dealers,
home improvement centres and bathroom and sauna
specialists close to you. You can also order them
direct from Tylö.
Manufactured by Tylö AB
Svarvaregatan 6, SE-302 50 Halmstad, Sweden
Tel: +46 35 10 00 80, Fax: +46 35 10 25 80
e-mail: info@tylo.se
website: www.tylo.com

Golden Coast
Fishleigh Road, Roundswell
Barnstaple EX31 3UA
Tel: +44 (0) 1271 371676
Fax: +44 (0) 1271 371699
Internet: www.goldenc.com
e-mail: swimmer@goldenc.com

Production: Stig Nilsson Reklam AB (113 58)
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